ARTIST BIOGRAPHIES
Vito Acconci (American, 1940–2017) was born in the Bronx,
New York. He received an MFA in writing at the University
of Iowa. Upon returning to New York, Acconci developed a
diverse body of work for which he later became well known,
including poetry, criticism, performance art, sound, film,
video, photography, and sculpture. Acconci’s work has
been included in numerous exhibitions in major institutions
both nationally and internationally. His achievements were
recognized with numerous awards, including multiple
fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, a
fellowship from the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Foundation, and the International Sculpture Center’s Lifetime
Achievement Award in 1997.
Jia Aili is a Beijing-based contemporary artist born in 1979
in Dandong, Liaoning Province in northeast China. Aili
studied at Lu Xun Academy of Fine Art, one of the most
important in China, and he is considered one of the top
emerging artists of the day. Aili’s body of work includes
paintings, sculptures, and large-scale installations that
often juxtapose contemporary moods with a traditional
figurative style. Aili also created a unique series of prints
while in residence at Graphicstudio in 2013. His work has
been included in solo exhibitions around the globe, including
China, Japan, the United States, the United Kingdom, Spain,
and Taiwan.
Jay Giroux, born in 1979 in Burlington, Vermont, mashes up
art and design into exceptional brand strategy using a range
of visual languages, from painting and fine art printmaking
to street culture and digital media. He received his MFA from
the University of Houston and currently lives and works in
Tampa, FL. For Effect/Affect, he collaborated with READ
Movement, Bluebird Books Bus, and Built. Established
in 2007, READ Movement is an artful message campaign
designed to promote the love of reading, one impression at
a time. A mobile station of literary inspiration, the Bluebird
Books Bus brings book giveaways, typewriter poetry, live
readings, artist resource libraries, zines and other printed
matter directly into the community on a converted school
bus (hop on!). Built is a custom design and fabrication studio
located in Tampa; what started as a creative outlet has
evolved into a full service manufacturing shop and employs
the most creative makers and artists in the Tampa Bay area.
Trenton Doyle Hancock was born in 1974 in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma. Raised in Paris, Texas, Hancock earned
his MFA from the Tyler School of Art at Temple University,
Philadelphia. Hancock’s body of work, which includes
painting, sculpture, collage, printmaking, and performance,
illustrates a personalized narrative often focused on the
battle between good and evil. Hancock has exhibited both
nationally and internationally, including the 2000 and 2002
Whitney Biennials. His work is also featured in numerous
public collections including the Brooklyn Museum, the
Museum of Modern Art, and the Cooper-Hewitt National
Design Museum in New York.
Jenny Holzer (b. 1950) is an American neo-conceptual artist
based in New York. She earned an MFA from the Rhode
Island School of Design in 1975 and moved to New York in
1976 where she also participated in the Whitney Museum’s
Independent Study Program. The main focus of her work is
the delivery of words and ideas in public spaces. Holzer’s
work has been recognized in solo and group exhibitions both
nationally and internationally. Over the course of her career,
Holzer has received many awards, such as the Leone d’Oro
at the Venice Biennale in 1990, the World Economic Forum’s
Crystal Award in 1996, and the Barnard Medal of Distinction
in 2011.
Graciela Iturbide was born in 1942 in Mexico City. In 1969
she enrolled at the Universidad Nacional Autónoma de
México. Her classic images of Mexico document a culture in
flux between tradition and modernity. Iturbide’s photographs
focus on the landscapes she has experienced in her
extensive travels and photographs that map a search for
one’s identity in the world. She has enjoyed solo exhibitions
at museums in Mexico, the United States, and Europe, and
books of her work have been published internationally.
Roy Lichtenstein (American, 1923–1997) emerged in the
1960s as a leader in the Pop art movement. He was the first
artist to seriously use the style and construction of the comic
strip in his paintings, sculptures and prints. An internationally
celebrated artist, Lichtenstein has been featured in
numerous solo and group exhibitions worldwide. Notably, in
1964 he was the first American to exhibit at the Tate Gallery
in London and was honored in two major retrospectives at
the Guggenheim Museum in 1969 and 1994. His work can
be found in prominent collections worldwide, such as the
National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., the Art Institute
of Chicago, and the National Gallery of Australia.

Ibrahim Miranda (b. 1969) is a Cuban artist who has gained
international attention for his prints and paintings. A native
of Pinar del Rio, he attended the Instituto Superior de Arte in
Havana from 1988 to 1993. He frequently bases his work on
maps of Cuba, emphasizing qualities of water and isolation
and suggesting states of metamorphosis and change.
Miranda made some of his first prints while in the United
States in residence at Graphicstudio in 2000. Miranda has
exhibited widely, including group and solo exhibitions in
Cuba, Mexico, Argentina, Spain and the United States.
Claes Oldenburg (b. 1929) is a highly influential Swedishborn American Pop artist who works predominantly
in sculpture. Oldenburg attended Yale University from
1946–1950 and became an American citizen in 1953.
After moving to New York City in 1956, Oldenburg began
to produce large-scale sculptures, performances, and
eventually what the artist called “soft sculptures” that
commented on the banal production of mass consumerism,
advertisements, and popular culture. His work has been
recognized in many exhibitions of Pop and contemporary art
around the world, including at the 1964 Venice Biennale, the
Museum of Modern Art, and the Tate Gallery in London. A
major retrospective of his work was held at the Guggenheim
Museum in 1995, and at the Whitney Museum of American
Art in 2002.
Ed Ruscha (b. 1937) is an internationally celebrated
American artist who has worked in painting, printmaking,
drawing, photography, and film. He received an MFA from
the Chouinard Art Institute (now CalArts), Los Angeles,
in 1960. An important member of the Pop art movement,
Ruscha’s investigations into American culture include
representations of Hollywood icons, gas stations, and
archetypal landscapes that are further complicated by
the integration of words and phrases. He has had several
retrospectives in New York, Washington, D.C., London,
Paris, and Munich. His work can be found in major
collections, including the Museum of Contemporary Art,
Los Angeles, the Whitney Museum of American Art, and the
Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden.

The contemporary state of politics in America has heightened the energy I spend thinking
about politics on a daily basis. There is so much to follow, so many issues that have had a
divisive effect on the American population. Social media has further polarized public opinion,
creating an either/or situation in which campaigns will never sway either side but just act as
a form of annoying banter.
Contemporary art is on the frontlines observing, critiquing and commenting on current
events and social phenomenon, making observations and arguments that encourage
thoughtful and critical responses. I hope that the featured works in this exhibition—which
have inventively dealt with issues from considerably before the 2016 election—will help
viewers think about current events, analyzing not only how they feel about them, but how
they are thinking and why.

Gallery 501 at Howard W. Blake School of the Arts
Presents

I believe in the importance of art and its power to expose people to new ideas and new
ways of thinking. In putting this exhibition together, Amanda Poss and I agreed that
we wanted to select works that exemplify the ability of art to open avenues of dialogue
about political and social issues. So I finish with an open invitation for you to come see
the works, read the deft analysis by Amanda Poss, and see if you can use the strategies
and observations from these artists to think more critically about the political turmoil that
has embroiled our country. Finally, I challenge you to become part of Effect/Affect by
participating in SWAP, an interactive work by local artist Jay Giroux created with the support
of READ Movement, Bluebird Books Bus, and BUILT.
Vincent Kral, Guest Curator

Hollis Sigler (American, 1948–2001) was a Chicago-based
artist working predominantly in painting, drawing, and
printmaking. She earned an MFA from the Art Institute of
Chicago in 1973 and began working as a faculty member at
the Columbia College in Chicago in 1978, where she taught
for more than 20 years. Her work can be found in prominent
art collections, including the Art Institute of Chicago, the
National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., and the High
Museum of Art in Atlanta. She was honored with the College
Art Association’s Distinguished Artist Award for Lifetime
Achievement, and the Chicago Caucus for Women in the
Arts Lifetime Achievement Award.
Lorna Simpson (b. 1960) is a distinguished American artist
whose multimedia work investigates stereotypes of race,
gender, and African American identity. Simpson received
an MFA in 1985 at the University of California, San Diego.
A globally recognized artist, Simpson was the first African
American woman to show in the Venice Biennale in 1993 and
to have a solo exhibition for the Museum of Modern Art’s
Projects series. Simpson has received numerous awards and
honors over the course of her career, including a fellowship
from the National Endowment for the Arts in 1985 and the
Whitney Museum of American Art Award in 2001. A 20-year
mid-career retrospective of her work was featured at the
Whitney Museum of American Art in 2007.
Gunter Wirth (German, 1902–1978) was born in BerlinCharlottenburg, Germany. An accomplished painter, graphic
artist, and gallery owner, he both exhibited international
artists and showed his own work internationally from the
1950s onwards. His work focused largely on the visual
effect of geometric structures, reminiscent of the Hard-Edge
painting movement in the United States in the mid-twentieth
century. His work has been the feature of multiple exhibitions
at the Polk Museum of Art in Lakeland, Florida in 1996,
2005, and 2012.
Sergei Volkov is a Russian visual artist born in 1956 in
Kazan, the capital of the Republic of Tatarstan in western
Russia. Currently living in Moscow, Volkov uses painting to
explore themes such as metaphysics and conceptualism.
Volkov has had several gallery and museum exhibitions
around the world, including in Russia, France, London,
Germany, Switzerland, Spain, Australia, and the United
States. Volkov was in residence at Graphicstudio in 1991 as
part of a cultural exchange between the University of South
Florida and Russia.

Graciela Iturbide, Mujer/Angel, 1996

For the third consecutive year, the Howard W. Blake School of the Arts and the USF Institute
for Research in Art: Contemporary Art Museum and Graphicstudio (IRA) have teamed up to
produce an exhibition for Blake’s Gallery 501.
Effect/Affect is firmly within the tradition of this collaboration, as it again combines artwork
by artists living and working in our area with works from the USF permanent collection. This
exhibition continues over sixteen years of history of the IRA and Blake working together
(artist residencies, exhibition tours, field trips, professional development workshops) for the
benefit of students and faculty in both institutions.
I would like to thank the team of curators and organizers, Amanda Poss (Director of the
Gallery 221 of Hillsborough Community College), Vincent Kral (Chief Preparator, USFCAM),
and Victoria Escobio Trespando (Director of the Gallery 501), for their insightful curation and
organization of an exhibition that is both timely and instructive for students and viewers
alike. From USFCAM, Registrar/Exhibitions Manager Shannon Annis, and Preparators Eric
Jonas, Kate Alboreo, and Scott Pierce were instrumental in the development and installation
of the exhibition. At Graphicstudio, Curator/Registrar Kristin DuFrain and Communications
Specialist Mark Fredricks contributed their skill and knowledge to the collaboration. Above
all, there is no show without artists: to Jay Giroux, Bluebird Books Bus, READ Movement,
BUILD, and the many artists represented by works from the USF permanent collection and
Graphicstudio multiples, many thanks for your generous participation.
Noel Smith
Deputy Director, USF Contemporary Art Museum
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Roy Lichtenstein, Finger Pointing (detail), 1973

Trenton Doyle Hancock, Give Me My Flowers While I Yet Live, 2012

In his book Politics,
Aristotle argued “man is by
nature a political animal.”
In this widely interpreted
statement, Aristotle implies
that humans are social
and intelligent beings who
are drawn to life within an
organized community. It is
perhaps no surprise then,
that politics—the activities
of a community or polis—
can be found as both a
motivation for and subject
of visual art. One could
even go so far as to argue
that all artworks are political
by nature. This argument
holds true in the sense
that all art engages society
in some fashion, either
having an impact on or
been impacted by society.
In the wake of the avantgarde movements from
the 19th-20th centuries,
discussions surrounding
the political component of
art have become even more
pronounced.

Effect/Affect examines a range of artistic responses to the cultural landscape of the
1970s to the present day through a curated selection on loan from the Collection of the
University of South Florida alongside a collaborative project headed by a Tampa-based
contemporary artist. The included artworks range in styles and inferences from Pop art
to Postmodernism, while also responding to specific events such as the Vietnam War
or to widespread issues such as racial and sexual discrimination. Some approaches are
highly personal meditations on lived experiences while others are influenced by communal
experiences, in ways both serious and humorous, real and imagined. Critique, protest,
satire, and activation also play key roles as some artists hope to comment on or change
the current state of affairs.
Effect/Affect includes works by Roy Lichtenstein, Claes Oldenburg, Ed Ruscha, Vito
Acconci, Jenny Holzer, Hollis Sigler, Lorna Simpson, Graciela Iturbide, Sergei Volkov,
Gunter Wirth, Trenton Doyle Hancock, Ibrahim Miranda, and Jia Aili, all on loan from the
Collection of the University of South Florida. A collaborative, interactive work headed by
Jay Giroux is also included, created with the support of READ Movement, Bluebird Books
Bus, and BUILT.
Though often critiqued for its seemingly unabashed celebration of mass consumerism,
Pop art can also be analyzed for its rejection of established expectations for art. By
taking up the symbols and images of popular culture, Pop art sometimes even exposed
consumer culture as a part of the global enterprise that also perpetuates events like war.
Roy Lichtenstein’s print Finger Pointing (1973), made during the Vietnam War era, may
be interpreted in this manner. The print’s subject matter likely references the famous 1917
U.S. recruitment poster in which a star-spangled Uncle Sam figure points directly to the
viewer with the slogan: “I want you for the U.S. Army.” Whether referencing that specific
iconic poster or a larger sense of the directive gesture, the pointing hand, now isolated and
set against a flat red background, becomes aggressive, threatening, and accusatory.
The schematic drawing in Lipstick Ascending on a Caterpillar Track (1972) by Claes
Oldenburg refers to a sculpture that first appeared (uninvited) on the Yale University
campus in 1969 during protests against the Vietnam War. The sculpture was placed in
Yale’s Beinecke Plaza, a prominent locale in view of the Yale president’s office and a
prominent World War I memorial. It was, of course, a humorous but also deeply critical
“vehicle” for the artist’s own thoughts on the war: before it was reconstructed as a
permanent sculpture, the monumentally sized tube of lipstick affixed to the top of an army
tank was a balloon that was comically inflated and deflated.

Pop artists of the 1960s and
70s did not simply cease their
commentary on complex
societal issues after the turn of
the 21st century. Ed Ruscha,
another iconic Pop artist, is
one such example. The series
Country Cityscapes (2001) as
a whole suggests that both
nature and urban landscapes are
susceptible to cultural forces.
Each print features American
pastoral scenery juxtaposed with
blanked-out phrases matching
their titles, such as Do As Told or
Suffer. The phrases, mimicking
the “rough-and-tough” talk of
the American West, are now
set against a series of empty,
flat landscapes suggestive of
cinematic backdrops. On one
hand, the blank spaces suggest
gagging or censorship; on the
other, the suite could also be
seen as a way of problemetizing
images of seemingly picturesque
American landscapes.
Artists who gained traction
during the 1970s and 1980s
Trenton Doyle Hancock, Give Me My Flowers While I Yet Live, 2012
increasingly took up the
challenge of critically examining
the social and political circumstances of their age. Vito Acconci quickly gained attention for
his controversial artworks, which often ignored “appropriate” or normative behaviors in order to
investigate the boundaries between personal versus public experiences. His 1983 etchings End
Mask, People Mask, and Red Mask overlay images taken from popular culture in the shape of
classical theatre masks. The odd juxtapositions—such as a nuclear blast with a smiling mask—
create tense relationships between shape and image that force viewers to carefully consider
their reactions.
Jenny Holzer—a Feminist, Neo-conceptual artist whose contemporaries include Barbara
Kruger, Cindy Sherman, and Louise Lawler—often examines words and ideas in public spaces,
including large-scale installations using billboards, projections on buildings, and illuminated
electronic displays. The suite of prints titled Truisms was created between 1978 and 1983
as a part of an ongoing series she first began in 1977. The subject focuses on aphorisms,
or commonly held truths and clichés. Here, the artist uses language as a way to humorously
engage a wide range of serious and complex social issues from perspectives on gender to
moral imperatives.
Women played a central role in shaping art’s political dimension in the latter part of the 20th
century. While many female artists focused on biological aspects of womanhood in order
to explore feminist themes, Hollis Sigler instead created a personal, faux-naïf style that
responded to the patriarchal tendency to treat women as if they are children. Two such works
created in this style, If She Could Free Her Heart to Her Wildest Desires (1982) and There’s No
Future In It (1984), use psychologically rich illustrations in order to confront feminist issues of
desire and fear of fulfillment.
In the wake of postcolonial and feminist movements, artists in the 1990s increasingly engaged
complex social issues such as gender, race, and sexuality. The decade was marked by a
sustained interest in identity politics, as demonstrated in such exhibitions as the 1993 Whitney
Biennial—one of the most controversial and political art exhibits of the time. Lorna Simpson
(included in the biennial) is a renowned artist whose work deals with cultural perspectives from
the point of view of an African American woman. Two Pairs (1997) is a part of Simpson’s larger
experimentation with photography and the interplay between text and image. Using language
and signifiers, the print brings attention to the act of viewing and voyeurism, both in the history
of art and in everyday life.
A respected black-and-white photographer, Graciela Iturbide uses images of Mexico to
document a culture in flux between tradition and modernity. Iturbide creates potent yet
intimate images, such as Mujer/Angel (1996), an image of a Seri woman taken in a desert near

California. The commanding, regal figure in Nuestra Senora de las Iguanas (1996) was
photographed in the matriarchal town of Juchitán (Oaxaca). In a world largely dominated
by patriarchal sociopolitical structures, Iturbide’s photographs boldly celebrate the mystery
and empowerment of women.
Other artists take different approaches to representing their own cultural and sociopolitical
structures. Based in Moscow, Russia, Sergei Volkov’s lithograph To See it Once is Better
Than to Hear it 100 Times (1992) hints at a life surrounded by traces of the old Soviet
regime. Made one year after the close of the Cold War, the large print hauntingly suggests
that one cannot really know something unless experienced firsthand. Looking closer, the
repetition of ears may also imply Cold War spy tactics of “listening in,” reinforced by the
monochromatic use of red—a color indicative of the communist movement.
In Collage No. 524 and Dauro’s Collage #641, both made in 1995 by Gunter Wirth, bold
geometric shapes curiously overlap graffiti-like images in the background. As a German
artist, the subversive nature of street art such as those that covered the Berlin Wall (taken
down just six years prior to the making of these works) would undoubtedly be familiar to
him. Combining street art images with fine art strategies blurs the boundaries between the
often illegal, subversive graffiti style and the underlying political meanings of many abstract
artworks.
Alternatively, the imagination can serve as a potent a place for artists to explore
conceptually dense questions related to human existence. The African American artist
Trenton Doyle Hancock often presents viewers with allegorical tales set in a made-up
world, focusing on the battle between stability and instability. In Give Me My Flowers While
I Yet Live (2012), the cheerful colors in the background clash with the seriousness of the
text, which is taken from the lyrics of a Gospel song. The push-pull dynamic of the artwork
highlights the complicated duality of the phrase.
A Cuban artist and native of Pinar del Rio, Ibrahim Miranda’s prints and paintings
frequently include maps of Cuba. Isla laboratorio o 7 maravillas (2012) imagines the seven
ancient wonders of the world as if they were all located within Cuba’s shores. Satirical and
aesthetically striking, the print presents viewers with the complexity of national identity,
pride, and global relations within the dynamic of inclusion and exclusion.
Beijing-based contemporary artist Jia Aili alters photographs of people and events by
adding his own drawings over the original image. Untitled (2013) features the globally
recognizable Chinese political dissident artist Ai Weiwei. Aili’s print, however, alters the
serious tone set by the artist’s expression by satirically transforming Weiwei into a cat.
Though playful in approach (Weiwei famously loves cats), the red lines also convey the
weight of the Communist Party of China, since many Chinese artists struggle with issues
such as censorship, confrontations with authority, and restricted freedoms.
An interactive artwork, headed by Tampa-based artist
Jay Giroux, is the final addition to the exhibition.
Titled SWAP, the project is made possible through
collaborations with READ Movement, Bluebird
Books Bus, and BUILT. According to Giroux,
SWAP focuses on experience and relational
aesthetics. The project facilitates the
exchange of handmade art zines through a
custom-designed “give and get” table station,
plus materials and tools for zine creation, and
a public workshop sharing instruction and
tips for makers. A curated collection of books
provided by the St. Pete Women’s Collective—
as well as other artists, designers, and writers—
rounds out the project and emphasizes the shared,
experiential component in relation to the democratic
nature of printed materials.
The ways art intersects with the larger spheres of politics, culture, and society are farreaching and varied. Artists themselves often feel a sort of personal responsibility to
respond during times of political strife, social upheaval, and economic distress. This
political impulse feels especially strong in much art from the last forty to fifty years, and it
remains necessary to consider the context and realities faced by those artists as well as
their aesthetic exploration.
Amanda Poss, Guest Curator
Gallery Director, Gallery 221@HCC

